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An anisotropic shallorv shell model is developed that aeeomntadal~s transverse shearing deforn~ations, and 
arbitrarily large displacements and rotations, bnl strains are assumed to remain snlall. The kinematic n~odel 
rleveloped in this paper uses three degrees of freedom to locate the direction of the nornlal to the shell's 
midplane. This model allows for an automatic eompalibllily of the shell ntodcl with beam models. The shell 
model is validated by cantparing its prediclians with several benehntarli problems. The shell nlodcl of the 
nexheanl isslaowlt to give very different results when compared to bean) rnodrls. The lead-lag and tonion modes 
in pallicttlar are strongly affcctcd, whereas napping modes seen, to be less anecled. 

Introduction 

ost of the helicopters that are in service today employ ar- 
ttculated, teetering, or hingeless rotor (Ref. 1.2). In recent M.  

years, there has been co~~siderable interest in alternate designs 
with an eye toward mechanical simplicity and increased reliabil- 
ity and maintainability. The bearingless rotor concept is an out- 
growth of such efforts (Ref. 3.4). The flexbeam which connects 
the rotor blade to the hub is clearly a very complex component 
which dynamic behavior is critical to the rotor's dynamic per- 
formance. The design and analysis of such a structure is a major 
challenge that involves the proper modeling of composite mate- 
rials with highly a~~isotropy properties, complex geometric con- 
figuration, and strongly nonlinear dynamic behavior. 

State of the art models for the structural analysis of helicopter 
blades and flexbeam consist of 11011linear composite beam mod- 
els (Ref. 5). However, the assumptions inherent to beam theory 
render the accnracv of this analysis tool questioaable when ap- 
plied to flexbeams: 

The focus of this paper is the development of a two dimen- 

we are dealing witha moderately thick shell (a width to thick- 
ness ratio of 7 is possible), and the low shearing stiffness of the 
matrix niaterial will render this effect more pronounced. Arbi- 
trarily large displacements and rotations are allowed, but strains 
are assunled to remain small. 

The kinematic model of the shell developed in this paper in- 
volves six degrees of freedom at each node: three midplane dis- 
placements. and three rotatio~is detern~ining the direction of the 
normal. This model is convenient to use for complex structural 
configurations, as it allows shell elements to intersect at an ar- 
bitrary angle (as would occur, for instance in a cruciform flex- 
beam) and also allows connecting shell and beam elements 
together. 

Geometry of the Shell 

Let E?be the position vector of an arbitrary point oil the mid- 
dle surface of the shell, and let ( be the material coordi~tate 
along the normal $so that the position vector of an arbitrary 
material point of the shell can be written as: 

sional model of flexbeams based on ~lonlinear composite shell 
theory. The followi~~g features are included in the model. The ~ ( < ~ . < ~ , 5 ) = 6 ( 5 ~ , < ~ ) + ~ ( 5 ~ . 5 ~ )  (1) 
effects of the high anisotro~v of the material on both inolane - . . 
and bending behavior of the structure are modeled rationally. 
The presence of elastic coupling is allowed for in the model. where 5l and are n~aterial coordinates used to represexit the 
Transverse shearing deformation is taken into account because shell's midsurface (see fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Geontetry of Ihs shell ntodel. 

The coordinates ct, c2, 5 form a set of curvilinear coordinates 
that describe the shell, and assume that k1 and k2 are chose11 to 
be the lines of curvature. The base vectors (Ref. 6) of the unde- 
formed shell are: 

where Ra ,a= 1,2 are the prilicipal radii of curvature. 
The metric tensor (Ref. 6) of the undeformed configuration is 

g i j=8g7!  Note that the base vectors are mutually orthogonal 
but are not unit vectors, except for the normal vector 8, It is 
convet~ient to introduce a triad at the shell's midplane: 

The triad $call be viewed as a rotation of the base reference 
triad i;' (see Fig. 1) through a given rotation matrix tT(cl, k2) 
such that: 

Let R' be the position vector of an arbitrary material point 
after deformation. The base vectors in the deformed configura- 
tion are: 

and these base vectors at the n~idplane become: 

The basic assumption used in this work is that a material line 
originally straight and normal to the midplane of the shell does 
not stretch and remains straight. However, it is not necessarily 
normal to the deformed midplane of the shell. This assumption 
departs from the KirchhoffLove assumption since it does allow 

tra~~sverse shearing deformation. Based on this assumption, the 
position vector after deformation can be written as: 

- 
R=&,+(& (7) 

where 7d is a unit vector, due to the assumed inextensibility of 
a normal material line. If the displacement vector of the mid- 
plane is denoted ii;'then: 

I?=6+ii+(E3 (8) 

Due to inplane straining of the plate, the vectors li$ and & do 
not remain unit vectors, 1101 orthogol~al to each other. A triad 
8 c a n  be defined as follows: 

where k1l.&2.&1.e1z.Z13 and Zz3 are I I I I~ I IOWII  strain related. 
parameters. The derivatives of this triad are: 

The base vectors in the deformed configuratioll are obtained 
by combining Eqs. (5) to (lo), to find: 

The metric tensor in the deformed configuration can be readily 
obtained as Gij= @. @. 

The Green-Lagrange strain components f ,  are defined as 
fi,=1/2(Gij-gij): These strains are expressed in the material 
curvilinear coord~nate system defined by the base vector 2 It is 
more convenient to express these strain components in the lo- 
cally rectangular coordinate system defined by the midplane 
base vectors T? of the uodeforn~ed configuration. These two sets 
of strains are related by: 

The strail1 and curvature components must now be related to 
the displacement components. The midplane displacement vec- 
tor is resolved in the base triad as: 

- - - 
U = uli, + uzC2 + u3i3 (13) 
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Combining Eqs. (6). (8). and.(13) yields: 

A finite rotation tensor T(E,I. t2) is introduced that brings the 
triad $into e?, such that: 

Identifying the base vectors at the shell's midplane in Eqs. (5) 
and (18) the inplane strains are obtained as: 

An ambiguity remains in the formulation: the orientation of 
the 2 triad which can freely rotate about the normal 8'. To 
eliminate this ambiguity, the constraint Ztz=Zz~ is added which 
relates the rotation about the normal to the inplane displacement 
derivative. 

Initial curvatures l/Ra are assumed to be small compared 
with unity. Furthermore, the inplane strain components Zij and 
curvature related strains rj(, are also assumed to remain small 
compared with unity. The strain displacement relationship the11 
become: 

where: 

This is an intrinsic formulation, i.e. independent of the spe- 
cific choice of rotation variables. In this effort the Eulerparame- 
ters were used to parametrize the finite rotations. 

Stain Energy Expression 
The strain energy of a shell can be written in the following 

I-Iellinger Reissner form (Ref. 6) :  

where gT= [EII E ~ Z , E ~ Z ]  and f= [ y ~  ~ 3 1  are the Green-Lac 
grange inplane and shearing strains, Qe and Q, are the inplane 
and shearing stiffness matrices, ?,= Q&, 5= i&y,S,,, the mid- 
plane surface, and h the thickness of the shell, and W is the work 

done by the applied loads. The first term of Eq. (19) can be 
integrated through the thickness to yield: 

where the strain vector is defined-as: 

and the force vector: 

contains the three inplane forces, two bending and one twisting 
moments, and two shearing forces. 

In a mixed formulation (Refs. 7,8), the stresses can be ap- 
proximated independently of the slrains: the following slress 
fields are selected for each ply: 

where are the kth ply inplane stiffness coefficients, Xi inde- 
pendent stress parameters and the functions qi(<) the shearing 
stress distributio~~s corresponding to a unit shear force. 

The stress assumptions. Eqs. (23), are now used to calculate 
the second term of Eq. (19) to yield: 

where H is the compliance matrix. The total potential energy 
now becomes: 

Kinetic Energy Expression 
The basic triad T;) is assumed to rotate at a constant angular 

velocity $r with respect to an inertial frame to model the rigid 
body motion of the rotor. The position vector of a material point 
on the shell is now: 

and its time derivative is: 
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where vij and oii are the velocities and angular velocities of the 
particle on the shell's mid-plane measured in the E? system, 
respectively. 

The kinetic energy of the system is: 

~ n t r o d u c i n ~  Bq. (27) and integrating through the thickness 
yields: 

where the array of total velocities _V; is defined as 5 = [va vh 

v?3 ~ $ 1  oh ~$31 and M is the mass matrix. 
The kinetic energy can he written in the following mixed 

form: 

where p'=M& is the momentum components, measured in the 
+system. 

This expression of the kinetic energy is a nonlinear function 
of the six rigid body velocities: Y,=[v,l v n  vn  o,~ on oi~l 
V,= [v,t v,z vr3 IV,~ wn wn] , the elastic displacements i, and 
their time derivatives u, and the momentap'. 

Standard finite elenle~tt discretization techniques can be used 
to obtain the stiffness and mass matrices of the shell element, 
based on the strain and kinetic energy expressions, respectively. 

where z = r/h is the nondimel~sional thickness. Figures 2c. 3c, 
and 4b show the through the thickness distributions of the nor- 
malized transverse shearing stress: 

Excellent correlation is observed between the present results 
and the 3-D elasticitv solution for the mid-soan deflection, 
whereas CPT underestimates transverse deflection for a low as- 
oect ratio. Good correlation is found for the stress distribution 
when S t  10. However, when S = 4 large discrepancies are ob- 
served between the 3-D elasticity solution and present results. 
This means that the oresent formulation is gwd  at predicting the 
overall stiffness of the plate (as shown bythe good correlition 
in overall transverse deflection in Figs. 2a and 3a), whereas 
local stress prediction can be fairly inaccurate. This does not 
seem to be a major limitation of the model as it is intended for 
the dynamic analysis of rotor, and not for local stress predic- 
tions. 
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a. Delleelion on mid-span of s cylindrical bending with [9010] layup. 
0 

S=4 I :I I 
-Exact  

Validation of the Formulation -CPT 
The oerformance of oresent shell element was validated bv a -Present : - ~~ 

solving several benchmark problems. The first benchmark prob- 
lem deals with the cylindrical beltding of a plate for which aoa- 
lytical results are available (Ref. 10) based on the three 

1i z r r l  dimensional elasticity theory. Classical laminated plate theory $ 
(CPT) are also available (Ref 11). CPT is based on the Kirch- I __ - - -  

0 hoff-Love assumptions, i.e. shearing deformations are ne- 2 --- 
glected. The rectangular plate of length L and unit width is 

-32.0 -18.0 0.0 16.0 32.0 simply supported along two opposite edges and subjected to a 
Axial stress F11 sinusoidally distributed transverse loading P =  Po sin m/L. Two 

different layt~ps were considered, a [0/901~ unsymmetrical lami- b. Axial stress distrlbutlon of a cylindrical bending witit [90/01 lay-up. 
nate, and a [0/90/O]T symmetric laminate. The plate is made of o 
highly anisotropic material with the following stiffness charac- 
teristics E ~ E T  = 25, GLT/ET = 0.5, GTT/ET = 0.2, and VTT = VLT S=4 
= 0.25, where the subscript "L" stands for a property along the - -Exact  

'I ures fiber direction, and "T" transverse to the fiber direction. r ' g  --- -CPT 
2a and 3a show the nondimensional midspan tra~tsverse deflec- a -Present 
tion w, defined as: 

IOOE&~LV (:,a) 
w = 

&L4 
0 ~ versus the aspect ratio S = LA, for the two layups. Figures 2b, o 6.5 i .0 i.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

3b, and 4a show the through the thickness distributions of the 
' 

normalized axial stress: Shear stress 

c. Shear stress distribution of a cyllndricsl bending with I90101 lay-up. 

Fig. 2 Cylindrical hcnding wllh 190101 lay-up. 

I 
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a. Midspan deflection versus aspect ratio. 
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b. Normalized axial stress distribution (S=4). 
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c. Normalized shear stress distribution (S=4). 

Fie. 3 Cvlindrical Bending with 10190/01 lav-ur - .  
The second benchmark problem is intended td te-st the non- 

linear capability of the shell element. The nonlinear response of 
a square plate with various boundary conditions is compared 
with an approximate analylical solution based on classical plate 

= 0.316, and thickness h )  is sibjected to a uniform transverse 
pressure Po. Due to the symmetry of the problem, a quarter of 
the plate was analyzed with 16 bicubic elements. The nondimen- 
sional transverse displacement Z= w/ln at the center of the plate 
was computed as a function of the nondimensional loading P = 
POL 4/E/1 for different values of the aspect ratio: S = 400,50,20. 
Both simply supported and rigidely clamped edges were consid- 
ered. Finally, a simply supported onhotropic square plate with 
stiffness moduli E ~ E T  = 40, GLT/ET = 0.5, and v r r  = vLr = 0.25 
was analvzed. Table I summarizes the various results which are 
in good agreement with the approximate analytical solution for 
high values of the aspect ratio. For low aspect ratio, the present 

C R  result ......................... 

.- A 
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a. Normalized axial stress distribution (S-10). 
0 

..... .... 
x 
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d 

0.00 125 2.50 3.75 5.00 

Normalized Shear Stress 

b. Normalized shear stress distribulion (%lo). 

Fig. 4 Cylindrical Bending with 10/90/0] lay-up. 
analysis predicts deflections about 10 percent higher than the 
analytical solution. This discrepancy is probably due to the fact 
that the analytical solution neglected shearing deformation and 
hence becomes inaccurate at low aspect ratio. 

The third benchmark problem deals with the natural vibration 
frequencies of plate. First an isotropic cantilever plate (length L 
= 0.36 ar, width b = 12 nznr, thickness 17 = 6 1,1,,1) is considered. 
Tablc 2 compares the nondimensional natural vibration frequen- 
cies obtained from the present work with analytical solutions for 
the nondimensional natural frequencies of a clamped4ree beam: 
mi= wi ( ~ ~ / h ) m ,  where p is the density and C the shearing 
modulus. ~ h r e c  biquadratic elements and three bicubic elements 
were used to model the plate. Good correlation is found for the 
lowest two bending mddes, and the bicubic element gives a 
much more accurate prediction. 

Table 1. Midpoint Deflections of a Square Plate 
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The natural vibration frequency predictions for a simply sup- 
ported isotropic, square plate (width L = 1.2 m, thickness h = 
12 mnt) are shown in Table 3. A quarter of the plate was mod- 
eled with 16 bicubic elements. Table 3 compares the prediction 
of the present formulation with those of classical plate theory, 
again a not~dimensional form of natural frequency was used: 

Good correlation is observed for the various frequencies. 
Applications of shell elements to helicopter rotor blade prob- 

lems is now coosidered. The purpose of this study, is to investi- 
gate the effect of using a shell model of the flexbeamrather that1 
a beam model to predict rotating natural frequencies. In all case 
to be studied, the actual blade is modeled with three cubic beam 
finite elements, whereas the flexbeam portion (extending from 
the hub to 20 percent of the rotor radius) is modeled with either 
two cubic beam elements or four bicubic plate elements (ar- 
ranged in a 2 x 2 mesh). The finite element beam model is based 
on a formulation that allows transverse shearing and warping 
deformations, arbitrarily large displaceme~~ts and rotations but 
small strains, and rationally treats anisotropic material effects 
(Ref. 13). The physical properties of the uniform, rectangular 
cross-sectioned blade are as follows: length L = 0.72 !)I, width 
b = 0.09 nt. thickness h = 0.03 w, Young's modulus E = 73 
GPO. Poisson's ratio v = 0.3. and density p = 2700 kg/t~J. 'Ike 
flexbeam portion consists of a thit~ plate with the following 
physical properties: length L = 0.18 III, width b = 0.09 nt, thick- 
ness h = 0.03 111. Rotor radius is 0.9 m. 

Two different materials were selected, first aluminum ( E  = 73 
GPa, v = 0.3, p = 2700 kg/m3), then a laminated composite 
material (T300 fiber in a 5208 matrix, with the following prop- 
erties: EL = 181 GPa, ET = 10.3 GPO, GLT = 7.17 GPa, VLT = 
0.28, and p = 1700 kg/m3). Two different layup configuration 
were considered for the laminated composite: a [f30ls and a 
unidirectional 0 dez lay-up. 111 one case the flexbeam is modeled 
as a platc with thcibovc lrhysical char~~ctcr~~tius,  i l l  the other i t  
is modeled with beam fiuite elements (Ilcf. 13) which sect~unal 
properties are evaluated based on the same physical charac- 
teristics. 

When the flexbeam is modeled as a plate, the details of the 
connection between the flexbeam and the blade is important. 
The connection consists of a stiff beam parallel to the flex- 

Table 2. Natural Prguoneies uf a etileveretl Plate - 
.- .- -. 

r- 8 . -.I 

First Mode Second Mode 

beam's edge. The stiffness properties of this stiff beam are 100 
times larger than the blade portion, rigidly connected to the 
blade. Three schemes were used to connect this stiff beam to the 
flexbeam: one, a rigid connection was established at seven 
nodes, two only three nodes only were connected, and three only 
two end nodes were connected. Figure 5 shows the various at- 
tachment schemes. 

Figures 6,7,  and 8 show the Southwell plots for the isotropic, 
[f30Is and [O] flexbeams, respectively. Both rotor.angular ve- 
locity and natural frequencies were nondimensionalized with re- 
spect to the nominal operating speed of 25 radlsec. The flapping, 
lead-lag, and torsion modes are indicated by the symbols F, L, 
aud T, respectively. The first and second flapping modes are not 
affected by the shell model of the flexbeam compared to the 
simple beammodel. The third flapping mode shows some effect, 
though not very significant. This contrast with the lead-lag and 
torsion modes which are strongly affected by both material 
properties and connection schemes. For instance, the lead-lag 
mode call vary by as much as 97 percent depending on the model 
type, and torsion mode by 51 percent (See Fig. 8 at nominal 
rotor speed). 

Tsble 3. Natural Frequencies of a Simply Suppolted Plate 

.- CASE 3 

Fig. 5 Typos of connection between flexbeam and blade. 
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Flg. 6 Southwell plot for the rotor blade with an Isotropic flexbeam. 
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Conclusions 
A nonlinear, anisotropic shallow shell formulation was devel- 

oped to model helicopter rotor flexheam. This model includes 
the effect of transverse shearing deformation, can rationally han- 
dle highly anisotropic laminated composite material and deal 
with arbitrarily large displacements and rotations, though strains 
are assumed to remain small. The model was validated by com- 
paring its predictions with those of various analytical solutions 
for linear and nonlinear static deflections as well as natural vi- 
bration frequencies of both isotropic and highly anisotropic ma- 
terials. Excellent correlation was found for overall deflections 
and local stresses, however, discrepancies were observed for 
local stresses when the plates becomes thick. Hence this modcl 
should be  good at predicting the dynamic behavior of rotor flex- 
beams. A~ol icat ion of this shell model to flexbeams revealed . . 
that their dynamic behavior is affected by shell-like deformation 
modes. This is ~articularlv significant for the lead-lae and tor- ." . - 
sion modes of the flexbeam made of highly anisotropy compos- 
ites. In conclusion, shell models should he used in the design of 
composite flexbeams cu accurately capture their dynamic behav- 

9 inr 
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